Claim Movement message:
Benefit from faster payment cycles and improved data quality

The ClaimMovement message is used by the sender for initial notification of claims, advice of subsequent claim movements, and to request payment for a claim (supported in this case by the TechAccount).

Learn how to overcome the practical challenges to improve claims performance and client outcome to realise faster claims settlement.

Who should attend and why;

CFO, COO, Operations Leads, Claims Managers, Credit Control and Change Managers

See how ClaimMovement meets market modernisation initiatives and come together as part of a coherent technology strategy to reshape the industry. Understand that the changes to the business process are not disruptive but complementary, allowing you to run Accounting, Claims and Settlement alongside existing processes.

This session will give you a step-by-step view of how the process.

- Claim movement messages - form and function
- A typical exchange of data initiated by the broker
- Carrier interaction through to integration
- Different ways to play, with support from experienced implementers

Buffet Lunch

Providing an interactive format with dedicated time for discussion, reflection and benchmarking, supporting invaluable learnings and practical techniques from your peers.

| Claim Movement Lunch & learn – Come and join us |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Date**        | 28 November 2017|
| **Time**        | 11:00 – 14:00 including lunch and ask the experts|
| **Venue**       | Swiss Re | 9th Floor, 30 St Mary Axe, London EC3A 8EP | Meeting Rooms C1 & 2|
| **RSVP**        | Melanie Harding mharding@acord.org |

**If you know someone that could benefit from this session please share this invitation**
E-ACCOUNTING BENEFITS

Efficiency gains:

- Best practice process resulting in faster payments
- Improved cash flow with the potential to achieve daily payments
- Prompt query resolution, handled early in the process, directly between technicians
- Avoidance of re-work and re-keying errors making straight-through-processing possible
- Technicians’ time freed to focus on value-adding activities
- Better customer service through faster settlement of approved claims

Data quality and transparency:

- Standard data and process delivers greater transparency
- Core accounting and claims data shared on ACORD standards with supporting information delivered alongside structured data
- Only approved transactions can be paid, eliminating the risk of unreconciled cash accumulation
- Improved controls and communication

JOIN A GROUP OF ACTIVE TRADING PARTNERS

Collaboration and communication are the keys to success. Ruschlikon has 45+ trading partners in more than 30 countries across 6 continents managing 15% of global P&C reinsurance and 65% of UK commercial insurance transactions (and growing).